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VOTERGA LIE-CHECKER ANALYSIS

ACCUSATION QUOTE BY BRIAN KEMP

-49.15 You should be explaining the lies that you are telling
-48.25 You should start telling the truth
-47.3 Were you lying to Clay Tippins on tape or are you lying
now to cover-up this corruption scam
-46.3 Again you can see that Casey Cagle is lying

5

-45

6

-44.3

7

-44

You shouldn't stretch the truth and lie to the good people
of this state
Obviously you have had a hard time being honest to us
tonight
You should be honest this one time

8

-43

The facts are just false once again

SUBJECT

TRUE?

Kemp's lack of accountability for SSN exposure and loan guarantee default
He doesn't owe anybody money after guaranteeing the loan
How Cagle defended the Clay Tippins secret recording

FALSE
FALSE
TRUE

Not using any licensing pressure against 25 massage therapists and parlors
regarding sexual molestation accusations

FALSE

Not using any licensing pressure against 25 massage therapists and parlors
regarding sexual molestation accusations
Complaints by licensing board members leaving or being shaken down for money

FALSE

Concerning what Cagle said about Clay Tippins tape

TRUE

FALSE

Brian Kemp taking $300,000 in donations from individuals or organizations he
regulated
-42.5 You have used all of that money to lie about the facts and Referring to special interest money that Casey Cagle has taken and Kemp taking
the records
$300,000 in illegal campaign contributions)
-41.25 He's lying about the record
Kemp voted to table repeal of governor's rights to suspend sale of firearms in an
emergency (SB92), expand Medicare, extend street buffers
-41.1 You've forgotten the truth
Kemp stated Medicare expansion was bill similar to Wisconsin Gov. Thompson's
welfare to work bill reducing welfare recipients 80%

FALSE

12

-40.4

FALSE

13

-39.7

The other question about the 2nd amendment is not true Kemp contended he is strong 2nd amendment supporter but ignores claim about
voting to table SB92 in 2003
Again, you are forgetting the facts
Concerning what is on the Clay Tippins tape

14
15
16

-39
-38.3
-19.3

Can you trust what he is really telling you?
He is using the money to lie about my record
Again Not true

TRUE
FALSE
FALSE

17

-19

18

-18.5

19

-17.3

Because Cagle has raised all of this special interest money
Special interest money to lie
When you personally guarantee a loan you become the fiduciary and are required
to fulfull your guarantee
He was against private school credits for years and then changed because he
wanted access to millions of campaign dollars
When you personally guarantee a loan you become the fiduciary and are required
to fulfull your guarantee
The server that was exposed was not the SoS server (KSU)

20

-2.4

Claim of Cagle falsely attacking Kemp record

FALSE

21

-2.2

Reference to recording seretly made by Clay Tippins

TRUE

9
10
11

You can't trust what this guys say
He doesn't understand that because he is lying to the
good people of our state
Obviously his nose is growing again because that is not
factual
He is spending millions of dollars attacking my record
quite falsely
You can't trust Casey Cagle anymore because he will say
one thing in private and another in public

FALSE
FALSE
TRUE

TRUE

TRUE
FALSE
FALSE
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VOTERGA LIE-CHECKER ANALYSIS
EXPLANATION

1 SSNs exposed by SOS employee under Sec. Kemp. Also sSee #s 16 and #19
2 Kemp and Hart AgStrong must defend lawsuit for loan default on July 25
3 Kemp claim Cagle was untrustworthy in explaining Tippins recording is mostly true
4 Sen. Unterman asked for investigation into Kemp inaction on therapists and campaign

contributions and AJC reported story
5 Sen. Unterman asked for investigation into Kemp inaction on therapists and campaign

contributions and AJC reported story

6 Kemp has been at odds with licensing board members as reported in AJC
7 Kemp claim Cagle was untrustworthy in explaining Tippins recording is mostly true
8 Story was reported in AJC and Kemp returned most of th emoney in question
9 Story was reported in AJC and Kemp returned most of th emoney in question
10 Cagle published SB92 table vote and Kemp does not deny it
11 Kemp's claim Medicare expansion was really welfare to work bill was refuted by Cagle but

not clearly
12 Cagle published SB92 table vote and Kemp does not deny it
13 Kemp claim Cagle was untrustworthy in explaining Tippins recording is mostly true
14 Cagle has raised as much as 10 million in special interest money
15 Cagle attacks on Kemp's record have been previously documented
16 Kemp and Hart AgStrong must defend lawsuit for loan default on July 25
17 Cagle changed his posiiton as explained in Clay Tuppins secret recording
18 Kemp and Hart AgStrong must defend lawsuit for loan default on July 25
19 KSU CES reported to the SOS. The server was under the domain of the SOS.
20 Cagle attacks on Kemp's record have been previously documented
21 Cagle said one thing in private on the secret recording and another in public
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